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8 Evolution path 
[Editor’s note: This chapter describes the evolution path from using NDS/IP towards optional PKI structure.] 

8.1 Backward compatibility 
NDS/IP describes an authentication framework whereby IKE phase 1 negotiation is based on pre-shared secrets 
authentication method. NDS/AF describes an authentication framework whereby IKE phase 1 negotiation is based on 
RSA Signatures authentication method. An NDS/AF compliant SEG shall also contain NDS/IP functionality. However 
an NDS/IP compliant SEG need not contain NDS/AF functionality. 
 
Device specific management has to be used to reconfigure a SEG such that NDS/AF functionality will be used at the 
IKE initiator side for IKE phase 1 negotiation. The transition towards NDS/AF based authentication may be done on a 
SEG by SEG basis. Before the first NDS/AF SEG is taken into use it shall be assured that all needed NDS/AF 
functionality like CR, CRL’s is available and working. The setting up of a NDS/AF based IPsec tunnel can be tested in 
parallel to the existing traffic.  

A smooth migration may be done in the following way. An NDS/AF SEG shall provide several algorithm proposal's 
during IKE phase-1 negotiation, some based on RSA signature authentication method, others based on PSK 
authentication method. The responding IKE peer will select PSK authentication method if it does not support RSA 
signature authentication method but may select RSA signature authentication method if complies with NDS/AF. 
 
If the SEGs of both operators support NDS/AF based authentication then both SEG settings may be changed. The pre-
shared secrets may then be removed from the SEGs and the IKE initiator shall only use RSA signature authentication 
method. However this removal of PSK is not essential as it may be used as a fallback mechanism. Only some care has 
to be taken that the policy between SEGs of different operators be coordinated otherwise this may result in failed tunnel 
set up. This would be the case if the initiating IKE peer only uses RSA signature authentication method and the 
responding IKE peer only accept PSK authentication method. 
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